Ashghal completes more than 54% of development works

The Public Works Authority (Ashghal) has completed more than 54% of the A-Ring Road development works, a senior official has said.

The project, being implemented in five phases, includes the development of nine intersections, which will contribute to enhancing traffic flow and improving movement in the area.

The works comprise converting Dar Al Kutub Roundabout into a signal-controlled intersection as well as developing Al Rifaa, Al Diwan, Hamad Al Kabeer, Nasser Bin Khaled, Al Kahrawa, Msheireb, Al Asmakh and Sofitel intersections.

Mohamed Arqoub al-Khaldi, assistant director of Ashghal’s Highways Projects Department, said the development works assume significance due to the road’s strategic location.

“The A-Ring Road is a link between the heart of Doha and its suburbs. It’s directly connected to the most important streets and roads such as Ras Abu Abboud Street, the B-Ring Road, Mijlis Al Taawon Street, Salwa Road and Al Rayyan Road,” Arabic daily Arrayah quoted him as saying.

Al-Khaldi said the development will enhance traffic flow and reduce congestion in the heart of Doha. A-Ring Road connects several commercial and residential areas and service facilities where the first ring connects many commercial and residential areas and service facilities. Besides, it also links tourist destinations like the National Museum of Qatar, Souq Waqif and Al Bidda Park, as well as development projects in the capital city, such as the Msheireb Downtown Doha.

As part of the development project, the capacity of the A-Ring Road will be enhanced by increasing the number of lanes from two to four in each direction. The project also includes increasing the number of parking bays, installing street lighting, constructing pedestrian and cycling lanes, providing road signs and pedestrian crossings to enhance road safety and landscaping.

The number of car parks will be increased to 194. Three kilometre of pedestrian and bicycle lanes are to be set up. Signboards will be installed and pedestrian crossing set up to enhance road safety. Landscaping works will be carried out on an area of 26.4 sq m and interlocking bricks will cover an area of 92 sq m.

The A-Ring Road development project will increase the number of lanes from two to four in each direction.
Qatar, Lithuania hold first political consultations

The first round of political consultations between the foreign ministries of Qatar and Lithuania was held yesterday in the Lithuanian capital Vilnius.

The Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Dr Ahmad bin Hassan al-Hammadi and Lithuania’s Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs Neris Germanas headed the Qatari and Lithuanian sides, respectively.

During the talks, the two sides discussed bilateral relations and means of supporting and developing them, in addition to a host of issues of common concern.

Earlier yesterday Qatar and Lithuania signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for holding political consultations on issues of common concern between the foreign ministries in the two countries.

The MoU was signed by HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Dr Ahmad bin Hassan al-Hammadi and Lithuania’s Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs Neris Germanas.

HE the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of State for Defence Affairs, Dr Khalid bin Mohamed al-Attiyah, met with US Secretary of Defence, Mark Asper, at the headquarters of the United States Department of Defense (Pentagon) yesterday. Qatari Military Attache in Washington Brigadier General Nawaf bin Mubarak al-Thani attended the meeting.

Qatar delivers fresh consignment of aid to Somalia flood victims

A team from the Qatari International Search and Rescue Group (Lekhwiya) accompanied by a team from the Qatari Fund for Development works project in Somalia yesterday, unloaded a relief consignment from Qatar so far to assist the people affected by floods in Somalia.

The consignment comprised 46 tonnes of various medical and relief material, bringing the total aid from Qatar so far to 86 tonnes. The relief items, delivered by a Qatar Airways cargo plane, were accepted by a team from the Somali Red Crescent.

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME) has announced a temporary closure of the Al Khor family park, in a tweet yesterday, the MME said the closure is being implemented to carry out development and maintenance works of the park. The park will remain closed until the completion of the ongoing maintenance works, the tweet added.

A-Ring Road development project

The A-Ring Road development works project is being implemented in five phases. It includes the development of nine intersections.

Qatar’s firm stance rejecting terrorism

In a statement yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reiterated Qatar’s firm stance rejecting violence and terrorism.

Jordan’s FM meets Qatar’s ambassador

Minister of Foreign Affairs and Emir of the Emirate of Jordan Dr Ayman al-Safadi has met with Qatar’s ambassador Sheikh Saud bin Nasser bin Jassim al-Thani yesterday.

The meeting was held in Amman in a positive atmosphere.

Al Khor family park to be closed temporarily

The First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan, Shahrat Nurishyev, received a copy of the credentials of the ambassador of Qatar to Kazakhstan Abdulaziz bin Saud bin Nasser bin Jassim Al-Thani yesterday.

Shahrat Nurishyev wished the ambassador of Qatar success in his work, and the enhancement of further development.

Qatari envoy to Kazakhstan presents credentials

The First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan, Shahrat Nurishyev, received a copy of the credentials of the ambassador of Qatar to Kazakhstan Abdulaziz bin Saud bin Nasser bin Jassim Al-Thani yesterday.

Qatar condemns attack on Canadian mining firm convoy

Qatar has strongly condemned the attack on a convoy of a Canadian mining company in Africa, in a statement yesterday. The convoy was attacked by unidentified individuals.
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The ministry of Foreign Affairs of Kazakhstan, Shahrat Nurishyev, wished the ambassador of Qatar success in his work, and the enhancement of further development.

Qatar delivers fresh consignment of aid to Somalia flood victims

A team from the Qatari International Search and Rescue Group (Lekhwiya) accompanied the airlift.

Relief consignment from Qatar being unloaded at Mogadishu airport.

The A-Ring Road development works project is being implemented in five phases. It includes the development of nine intersections.

Qatar Foundation (QFFD) together with the Standing Committee for Rescuing and Relieving People in Distant Countries, has sent a consignment of medical items, including 46 tonnes of various medical and relief materials. The consignment comprises 65 tonnes of various clothing, items, and food aid. The aid was sent to the people affected by floods in Somalia.

Relief works and humanitarian works and maintenance works in the Somali family park.
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South Sudan rival leaders given 100 days to form unity govt

South Sudan President Salva Kiir and former rebel leader Riek Machar have been given another chance to form a coalition government after failing to do so last time over one issue - South Sudanese refugees.

The two leaders, whom Kiir and Machar both said on Monday they wanted to form a coalition government after failing to do so last time over one issue - South Sudanese refugees.

In the second time the deadline has been pushed back since the leaders agreed to a 100-day truce to pave the way to peace in February 2020.

Kiir and Machar have agreed to join to form a coalition government by November 15. But with the deadline looming and key tests for Kiir from regional leaders and Machar from his rebel fighters in order to get to the talks, this time's deadline may be the last chance for the leaders.
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A Congolese rebel chief nicknamed the "Terminator" says he received a 30-year jail term for killing 35,000 people in the Islamic Maghreb. The State Department has warned the US not to recognize the new government because it believes the ruling party is illegitimate.

**LAWENDE**

10 feared dead in Guinea gold mine accident

At least 10 people were killed and five others missing after a mining company's tailings dam collapsed on Monday morning. The mine is located in the Tonkouane region in the southern part of the country. The company has not yet released any information about the accident.

**SANCTIONS**

Radical Malali preacher on US terrorism blacklist

An Islamic preacher who has been responsible for a number of attacks on Western targets has been placed on the US terrorism blacklist. His group is suspected of being involved in the attacks on the US embassy in Kenya.

**POLICY**

Protesters take to streets in tense capital 

In the capital city of Kinshasa, protesters have taken to the streets to demand reforms and improvements to the government. The international community has called for a peaceful resolution to the situation.

**AFTERMATH**

Many still missing after Burkina Faso attack

In Burkina Faso, the government has confirmed that at least 49 people were killed and dozens were missing after a tragic incident involving a military flight. The country is currently facing a severe drought linked to climate change.

**FINANCE**

Zimbabweans urge export earnings using dollars

The government of Zimbabwe is urging exporters to convert their export earnings into dollars in order to boost the country's foreign exchange reserves.

**Gulf Times**

By Jean-Marc Poche, AFP

Port Louis

By Berenger, who briefly served as prime minister without succeeding his father Anerood Jugnauth as prime minister in the first election in 1995, the Mauritians yesterday voted for a new leader.

**POLITICS**

Mauritians vote in first ballot since PM succession father

In the first round of the presidential election, nearly 1.2 million people voted, with 49% of eligible voters participating. The result is expected by evening.
Stone was a described dirty trickster and agent provocateur, while Credico was a trickster, agent provocateur, and “rat.” Stone urged Credico to provide information about Clinton’s activities to WikiLeaks. Credico confronted Stone, telling him, “You are a rat.” Stone replied, “I would break you in half.” Credico’s texts showed his willingness to die in order to protect himself from prosecution. Stone was an active participant in the Trump campaign, providing information to WikiLeaks about the 2016 election. Stone was arrested in October on charges of conspiracy to obstruct justice. The committee has hired Rudy Giuliani to represent Stone, who is facing multiple counts of obstruction, witness tampering, and making false statements. The committee is investigating Stone’s interactions with Credico and others in the Trump campaign. The investigation is ongoing, and the committee has invited Stone to testify. The investigation is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. The committee has not yet made a decision on whether to compel Stone’s testimony. The investigation is expected to last for several more months. The committee is expected to issue a report in the coming months.
The manifest showed 60 crew were still working Paris porters. Rainsy, former finance minister, staged a instant messaging forum with re- passengers confidential, requesting them to fly to Thailand. "I'm very shocked, I'm very dis- appointed. I want to go back, my people are waiting for me." – A Thai disaster management offi- cial said. The plane had been delayed due to high priority. The national charter airlines was aimed at connecting Bangkok and Phnom Penh. It was due to land in Phnom Penh at 10:45 am. A third flight was canceled due to very high instructions from very high up the instruction chain. The plane was to be checked-in for flying to a flight but that he had not been able to start from the airport. "I'm not allowed to board. They said they have received orders from the authorities not to allow me to board." he said. I'm very shocked, I'm very dis- appointed. I want to go back, my people are waiting for me." – A Thai disaster management offi- cial said. The plane had been delayed due to high priority. The national charter airlines was aimed at connecting Bangkok and Phnom Penh. It was due to land in Phnom Penh at 10:45 am. A third flight was canceled due to very high instructions from very high up the instruction chain. The plane was to be checked-in for flying to a flight but that he had not been able to start from the airport. "I'm not allowed to board. They said they have received orders from the authorities not to allow me to board." he said.
**China jails nine for selling fentanyl into US in landmark joint probe**

China has sentenced nine people to jail for selling fentanyl into the US, in a landmark joint probe between Beijing and Washington. The action marks a significant step in China's efforts to combat the global fentanyl crisis, which has fuelled the deadly US opioid crisis.

**Masked HK students protest at graduation**

Hong Kong has blamed Western countries for fanning the flames of anti-government protests, which have continued for more than five months. The city's government has offered a range of concessions, but the protesters' demands, including universal suffrage, remain unmet.

**Two Australians die in NZ mountain fall**

Two Australian climbers have died after an apparent rock fall in New Zealand's Southern Alps. The climbers were part of a group of four, all of whom were experienced mountaineers.

**Old McDonald's: Aussie mates show off burger bought in 1995**

Aussie mates have bought a burger from a McDonald's in 1995 and kept it in an Australian shed for 25 years. The burger, which was bought in an Australian McDonald's, is now said to be worth thousands of dollars.

**China imposes curfew on minors in gaming crackdown**

China has imposed a new curfew on minors, with children under 16 years of age now required to go to school from 6.30am to 10pm. The new policy is aimed at tackling the problem of gaming addiction.
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**China imposes curfew on minors in gaming crackdown**

China has imposed a new curfew on minors, with children under 16 years of age now required to go to school from 6.30am to 10pm. The new policy is aimed at tackling the problem of gaming addiction.
Footballer Dalian Atkinson, the 47-year-old ex-
footballer, died at Worcestershire Royal Hospital on
August 15, 2016 following the incident. The
Independent Police Complaints Commission (IOPC) had previously said they were “putting their
names to the list” of officers involved in the
case in order to “avoid the appearance of
avoiding the issue.”
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Erdogan reiterates threat to open refugee gates

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has reiterated his threat to open the gates to refugees, as he called on EU countries to provide more financial support to his relief efforts.

"If we do not see a solution to our problems, we will have no other option but to open the gates," Erdogan said at a news conference in Ankara. "We have already taken the first steps to open the gates to refugees and migrants from the countries where our interests are at stake."

Erdogan’s comments come in the context of the ongoing "Erdogan gates" controversy, where the Turkish President has repeatedly expressed his intention to open the gates to refugees and migrants from countries where the EU has interests, in response to what he perceives as insufficient support from EU member states. Erdogan’s stance has sparked a heated debate within the EU, with some member states calling for a more robust response to the refugee crisis.

Erdogan’s remarks come amid increasing tensions between Turkey and the EU over the management of the refugee crisis. Last week, Turkey and the EU reached an agreement to manage the refugee and migrant crisis in the eastern Mediterranean region, aimed at reducing the influx of refugees to Europe. However, Erdogan has repeatedly threatened to open the gates to refugees and migrants from countries where the EU has interests, unless the EU provides more financial support to his relief efforts.

In his comments, Erdogan criticized the EU’s lack of support for Turkey’s efforts to manage the refugee crisis. "If we do not see a solution to our problems, we will have no other option but to open the gates," he said.
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Erdogan’s remarks come amid increasing tensions between Turkey and the EU over the management of the refugee crisis. Last week, Turkey and the EU reached an agreement to manage the refugee and migrant crisis in the eastern Mediterranean region, aimed at reducing the influx of refugees to Europe. However, Erdogan has repeatedly threatened to open the gates to refugees and migrants from countries where the EU has interests, unless the EU provides more financial support to his relief efforts.
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BJP ‘pushing Maharashtra towards President’s Rule’

A s the political crisis in Maharashtra continued, Congress leader Prithviraj Chavan today called on the governor to discuss the issue of government formation. The times have changed, “Let them call us. There can be no two options and institutional pressures cannot be the deciding factor while forming the government”, he said in a press conference.
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Vijayan snubs call for new probe into PSC scandal

Rush for onions

Farmers arrested over polluting fires
[Mexico probes narcos group ‘La Linea’ over mass murder]

AP

Mexico City

Mexico claims that a large cartel called “La Linea” massacred more than 20 people in northeast Mexico, but the government has not yet released details of the investigation. The attack took place in Ciudad Mendoza, a border town, where 15 were reported killed and six were wounded.

It is not clear if the attack is related to Operation Caracol, which was launched last month to target cartels in the region. Authorities have previously warned that the operation could lead to clashes between rival groups.

[Protests spread to wealthy neighboorhods]

Demonstrations in Peru against the government of President Ollanta Humala turned violent on Wednesday, as police used tear gas and water cannons to disperse thousands of protesters in Lima.

The protests, which began over a lack of social services and economic inequality, escalated into clashes with the police, who fired tear gas and rubber bullets at demonstrators. At least 15 people were injured, and property damage was reported.

[Decisions]

Colombia denies responsibility.

Colombian president Juan Manuel Santos denied that his government should be held responsible for the massacre of 16 people in a rural area of Colombia last week. The president said that the incident was carried out by a local gang and that the government had taken action to prevent such incidents from happening again.

[Discovery]

Human remain in Mexico found.

Brazilian investigators said last month that they had found more than 100 human remains in a mountainous area near the border with Mexico. The remains, which were reportedly of people who had been killed in a mass murder, were discovered by a group of divers who were searching for the bodies of missing people.

[Crime]

Seven bodies recovered from three vans in Mexico.

MEXICO CITY - Seven bodies were found in three vans in Mexico last week, according to the country's interior ministry. The bodies were reportedly those of migrants who had been transported to the region of the Tamaulipas state in northeastern Mexico.

[Response]

Uber says it will allow passengers and drivers to share audio recordings of their trips in Brazil and Mexico.

The ride-hail company said it will allow passengers and drivers to share audio recordings of their trips in Brazil and Mexico, in response to concerns raised by privacy advocacy groups and lawmakers.

[Brazil]

Brazil adds more tankers as suspects in the oil spill.

Brazilian investigators said last month that they had identified four shipping companies as suspects in the oil spill that occurred in the region of the Tamaulipas state in northeastern Mexico. The companies are reportedly involved in the transport of oil from the region to the US.

[Colombia]

Colombian miner denies cover-up claims.

Colombian security minister Wilhelm Venegas denied any cover-up of evidence in the recent mining disaster in the region of the Antioquia department. Venegas said that the government had launched an investigation into the incident and was cooperating fully with the authorities.

[Oprah Winfrey]

Oprah Winfrey will be in Brazil next week to promote her new book, “The Path Made Clear.” She will also be in Mexico to promote her new film, “The Butler.”

[Immigration]

US immigration officials have banned a group of crossings near the border with Mexico. The crossings were reportedly used by migrants to enter the US illegally.

[Politics]

Bolivia's Morales calls for new election.

The Bolivian government has called for a new election in the region of the Tarija department, following protests over the recent mining disaster. The government has promised to hold a new election in the region within the next two months.

[Climate]

Greenpeace launches campaign.

Greenpeace has launched a campaign in Mexico to raise awareness about the country's energy industry and its impact on the environment. The campaign includes a series of roadshows and protests in major cities.
Pristine Minister Imran Khan on Tuesday announced the opening of the Kartarpur corridor to Indian Sikh pilgrims, saying this was a victory for peaceful coexistence.

Khan made the announcement during his visit to the Kartarpur corridor, near the border with Pakistan, where he met with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

The corridor, which was opened by former Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in 2018, allows Sikh pilgrims to visit the Gurdwara Darbar Sahib, the birthplace of Guru Nanak Dev, in Kartarpur.

The Pakistani government has said that the opening of the corridor is a historic step towards promoting peace and understanding between the two countries.

Sikh leaders in India have welcomed the announcement, saying it would help to bridge the gap between the two nations.

In Pakistan, the opening of the corridor has been seen as a positive development, with many people expressing their hope that it would lead to greater cooperation and knowledge sharing between the two countries.

Overall, the opening of the corridor is seen as a significant step towards improving relations between India and Pakistan, and towards promoting peace and understanding in the region.
Allah sent to guide all of mankind – these prophets with scriptures so is sending them Prophets as warners

The declaration mentioned in the Qur’an: “He has sent to you His Messenger (Muhammad) with the Gospel (the Quran) confirming what was before him of the scriptures (the Taurat), guiding people out of darkness into light, guiding them to the straight road.”[Qur’an 2:285]

By Shaykh Muhammad

सा हि मुज़ोमा जुलयन उल्लेख है कि अल्लाह ने निकाल लिया था कि उन्हें मानवता को सलाम किया।
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Trump’s decision to withdraw from Paris agreement is wrong

The world is, without a doubt and without a credible opposing argument, heading toward severe environmental disaster because of humanity’s continuing reliance on burning fossil fuels to create energy. Among the many countries that have burned coal, oil and other fossil fuels en route to developing the wealthiest economy in global history.

But instead of working with the rest of the world to try to undo the damage, President Trump is now making good on his campaign pledge to withdraw the US from the 2015 Paris agreement, the effort by 195 nations to try to do something about our warming climate. He submitted formal notice to the United Nations on Monday to start the yearlong process of withdrawing from the pact, though in truth, his polices have been actively undermining it along.

Of all the dangerous, ignorant and insoluble decisions by this administration, pulling out of the Paris agreement ranks tallest. In that single act, the president is making it all too hard for the world to come to an agreement on the greenhouse gasses that are already melting glaciers and polar ice, raising the levels of the seas, fueling larger and stronger hurricanes and other devastating storms, exacerbating – paradoxically – both droughts and floods and making areas of the earth uninhabitable for human life.

The president is making it all the more difficult for the world to curtail emissions of carbon and other greenhouse gases. None of this is of concern to the president, who doubts the science, and is deaf to the clear and overwhelming scientific consensus, the conclusions of analysts across national security agencies – including the Pentagon, which lists climate change as a national security threat – and basic common sense, that a dangerous quest to make the US the world’s dominant source of oil and natural gas. Even members of the oil industry have come around to recognising the perils of their endeavours, but not Trump.

The challenge for the world is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions as sharply and as quickly as possible, and even that will not be enough to avoid the effects of climate change. The Paris agreement set a global-century-end goal of keeping temperatures from rising by 2°C over preindustrial levels, with a preferred goal of 1.5°C. We’re already about 1.2 degrees above preindustrial levels, with most of that increase coming in the last 15 years. We must do more. We must do better. The Paris agreement, albeit insufficient, is a crucial step by world leaders to try to save us from ourselves. The Obama administration was the main driver behind it. Trump, instead, seeks to lead the nation in the opposite direction by expanding oil and gas production, catching back fuel standards for motor vehicles and ignoring both the moral and economic imperatives of combating global warming.

Even if he is defeated in 2020, this decision will cost the world valuable time we can’t afford to lose. - Tribun News service
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Emmanuel Macron’s Balkan betrayal

By Christopher R Hill

Since the fall of the Berlin Wall 30 years ago, Western leaders have consistently maintained that there are no problems on the European continent that cannot be addressed through engagement with the US. Despite the realities of the rise of China, Russia and a multipolar Europe, this has proved to be more difficult than many of us expected. The US, which has been a steadfast supporter of European efforts to consolidate political and economic unity on the continent. And the US, for its part, has recognised that membership in the EU is a logical companion to NATO membership, which is why it has provided over $100 billion of assistance to the bloc since its formation.

But the EU accession process has been more difficult than even its most ardent supporters imagined. The EU’s economic and political integration was supposed to provide a model for all the world to follow. And yet, the EU has struggled to address institutional weaknesses, not solve their problems, it would help countries like North Macedonia and Albania achieve their goals. But, because both North Macedonia and the EU had failed to agree on the same format as the management of the transition, which would mean that North Macedonia would be banned from any further discussion with the EU.

For its part, the EU has followed through. Though some members still resist an agreement, the Republic of North Macedonia is expected to become a full member of the EU.

North Macedonia, which has said very little on the subject, seems to be worried that continuing enlargement would undermine the European continent that cannot be addressed through engagement with the US. Given the trade tensions that the US is facing with China and the European Union, it is unlikely that the US will back down. - Project Syndicate

Christopher R Hill, former US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia, is CNN Adviser to the Chancellor of the University of Gottingen and the author of Outpost.
By Froilan Grate and Lili Fuhr

**Lease contract, part 2: The tenant's obligations**

In this article, I will go through Qatar laws regarding the lease of residential and commercial premises. I did not read my previous article, the tenant’s obligations, and I refer the reader to the source cited in that article.

First, the tenant must pay the agreed rent on the agreed dates.

All of the Civil Code, the tenant should use the leased property for the purpose agreed upon at the time of the lease. The Civil Code provides that the tenant must use the property in good faith and in accordance with the purpose for which it was leased.

The tenant is responsible for paying the rent to the landlord, and the tenant agrees to use the leased property for the purpose stated in the lease agreement.

As with all contracts of purchase, the landlord retains the right to charge the tenant for any damage caused to the property by the tenant.

As with all contracts, the tenant must comply with any conditions stated in the lease agreement.

As with all contracts, the landlord is entitled to recover the rent owed by the tenant.

As with all contracts, the landlord can terminate the lease agreement if the tenant breaches any of the conditions stated in the agreement.

As with all contracts, the landlord can recover damages for any loss suffered as a result of the tenant's breach of the lease agreement.

As with all contracts, the landlord can recover any other sums due under the lease agreement.
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Qatar Airways and IndiGo sign codeshare agreement

The codeshare agreement between the national carrier and India’s largest passenger airline was announced in New Delhi yesterday; first codeshare flights to operate from December 18

Qatar Airways has signed a codeshare agreement with IndiGo, India’s largest low-cost airline. Talks started yesterday with the first codeshare flights to operate today.

The codeshare agreement was announced at a media event in New Delhi attended by Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive HE Akbar al-Baker and IndiGo Chief Executive Officer Ronojoy Dutta.

The agreement, which is subject to regulatory approval, will enable Qatar Airways to place its code on 102 weekly flights between New Delhi and 15 destinations in India, as well as theoretical and laboratory investigations. The delegation included Angelo Tofalo, Italian under-secretary for Information Technology Conference and Exhibition (QITCOM 2019).

In recent years, the training programme has been expanded to include the latest technologies, including those that enhance cybersecurity best practices. Many of these technologies have been developed by members of the academic community, select that only meaningful that is small-scale cybersecurity.

Speaking after the event, CSE dean Dr Mounir Hamdi noted:

The College of Science and Engineering regularly holds events to highlight research activities and projects. For more information, one can visit cos.uq.edu.qa.